Tanzanian troops overrun Kampala

NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) - Tanzanian and Ugandan-exile infantrymen swept into a downtown area of the Ugandan capital of Kampala last night, sending President Idi Amin's cadre of Libyan soldiers fleeing into the countryside, residents reported.

Tanzanian and Ugandan officials checked for the possibility of dismissal from the University,” according to Dean Roemer said, adding that he had been considering a proposal to take the disabled student to avoid exam.

by Michael Lewis

Several Notre Dame students who perpetrated a bomb hoax yesterday in O'Shaughnessy Hall face “a very strong possibility of dismissal from the University,” according to Dean Roemer said.

Rochester, Minn. (AP) - Radiation levels dwindled to near normal around the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant yesterday, and federal officials said they were considering a proposal to take the disabled reactor into cold shutdown.

The first error came when valves on an emergency pump-organisms to an accident. The reactor, conditions at the plant remain "stable," Harold Denton, of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, said at a briefing.

He confirmed that human error had contributed to the reactor accident. In Washing­

ton, NRC officials described three separate human errors that contributed to the crisis.

The string of human errors began last October when Amin - who seized power in 1971 in a coup against President Milton Oboye - sent troops into Tanzan­

Ion, where they would stay at least five miles from the plant. Civil defense officials remained poised should an evacuation become necessary.

Radiation monitoring yesterday in the rural countryside surrounding the island facility showed “most levels are slightly above background radia­

tions,” said Ken Clark, a Nuc­

eral Regulatory Commission spokesman.

Thornburgh reaffirmed his advisory that pregnant women and pre-school children stay at least five miles from the plant. Civil defense officials remained poised should an evacuation become necessary.

The string of human errors complicated a situation that began with the unexplained failure of a water purifying unit. Darel Eisenhut, an NRC en­
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1:30 pm, COLLEGIATE ALCOHOL SEMINAR, LIB. AUD.

2 pm, PRESENTATION, "women in the theater", by julie jensen and diane haswell, STAPLETON

3 pm, TENNIS, nd vs. northwestern u.

4 pm, SEMINAR, "electron attachment to n20 at high pressures", by prof. r.w. fessendden, RAD. LAB

4:30 pm, 602 SEMINAR, "molecular clusters as catalysts", by dr. j.m. basset

4:30 pm, FORUM ON AGAIN, "memory ability and problems in later life", by jack botwinick

5:00 pm, FRENCH CLUB DINNER, snack bar in smc dining room

5:30 pm, MEETING, off campus council, la fortune O-C

6:30 pm, TENNIS, nd men vs. northwestern u.

6:30 pm, MEETING, eff campus council, la fortune O-C

7 pm, WORKSHOP, life and career planning workshop, by paul winum, 400 ADMINISTRATION BLDG.

7 pm, LECTURE, "the deformed child's right to care", by dr. eugene diamond, LIB. AUD. right to life presentation

7:30 pm, ART OPENING FOR ANN BUZAID AND MEG JUNCTION

7:30 pm, FORUM ON AGAIN, "memory ability and problems in later life", by jack botwinick

7:30 pm, MEETING, off campus council, la fortune O-C

7:30 pm, MEETING, off campus council, la fortune O-C

Petitcoat's 'Uncle Joe' dies

PALM SPRINGS, CA (AP)- Character actor Edgar Buchanan, who appeared in dozens of westerns and played the cantankerous Uncle Joe on television's " Petticoat Junction," died yesterday at Eisenhower Memorial Hospital. He was 76 and had recently undergone brain surgery. Buchanan, who gave up dentistry at age 38 to become one of Hollywood's most successful supporting actors, had been in treatment for weeks and died as a result of the prolonged coma, caused by a brain hemorrhage and a stroke, said hospital spokesman John Millarney. The heavy-set actor, usually cast as a likable rogue, appeared in more than 80 movies, including many westerns, and in 130 television dramas before landing the role of Uncle Joe in the " Petticoat Junction" series on CBS-TV in the 1960s.
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Weather

ENFIELD, Connecticut (AP) - Winter snowstorms were on their way Thursday, with Highs in the mid 30s and winds gusting to 30 mph. A number of congressional sources said when Carter goes on television for a 20-minute nationwide address at 9 p.m. EST tonight, he will announce plans for the gradual decontrol of domestic crude oil prices starting June 1 and ending by September, 1981.

Carter's energy address will be affected by the accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant in Pennsylvania. Before the accident, the press had been expected to declare full support for an expanded nuclear energy program.

The Observer has decided to tone down that portion of the address to make only a general endorsement of nuclear power.
Rioting erupts in Pakistan

RAWALPINDI, Pakistan—(AP)—Rioting and demonstrations erupted here and in the neighboring Indian state of Kashmir yesterday protesting the hanging of former Prime Minister Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto.

Police leaders, who had tried to save him from the gallows, expressed regret and anger at the execution.

Three persons were reported killed in the Kashmir riots. Most of Pakistan was calm, but some observers said violence could come later.

In Washington, the State Department expressed regret over the execution. Spokesman Hadding Carter noted that President Carter had asked for mercy for Bhutto on humanitarian grounds. A department official said privately that the president's plea was based in part on fears of political violence after the hanging.

The white-shirted body of the man who led Pakistan from 1971 until he was ousted in 1977 by the man who refused to commute his sentence, was flown by military aircraft on fears of political violence, Carter noted that President Carter had asked for mercy for Bhutto on humanitarian grounds. A department official said privately that the president's plea was based in part on fears of political violence after the hanging.

The white-shirted body of the man who led Pakistan from 1971 until he was ousted in 1977 by the man who refused to commute his sentence, was flown by military aircraft on fears of political violence, Carter noted that President Carter had asked for mercy for Bhutto on humanitarian grounds. A department official said privately that the president's plea was based in part on fears of political violence after the hanging.
Byrne's victory margin exceeds Daley's

Chicagoland (AP) - The promise of fresh leadership and the help of regular democrats secured a rousing victory for Mayor-elect Jane Byrne. Now come the problems and pitfalls of governing the nation's second largest city.

Mrs. Byrne won an overwhelming victory Tuesday-82 percent of the vote. Her margin over Republican Wallace Johnson and Socialist Workers' candidate Andrew Palley was bigger than any of the five victories won by the late Mayor Richard J. Daley.

She did it by capitalizing on her experiences as both an insider and an outsider. Originally a protege of Daley, she became a maverick under his successor, Michael Bilandic, then unseated Bilandic in the primary and won for her own campaign the Daley-built machine that had supported him.

But now, if she is to keep her promises of change, she must do it in a city where insiders have insurmountable records and decision-making from the public for decades.

Louis Masotti, who heads Mrs. Byrne's transition team, calls her answer to that challenge "organized" change.

"The primary thing is an end to the way the police chief is selected, a replacement for Superintendent James O'Grady that may take three to four months."

Mrs. Byrne vowed during her campaign that she would replace O'Grady and depoliticize the department. But first she must appoint a police board from which three nominations for superintendent emerge.

Mrs. Byrne's final selection is subject to approval by the City Council.

Throughout her campaign, Mrs. Byrne contended that the city faces a large deficit-as much as $135 million when all the bills for snow removal work this winter are paid.

Masotti said he and financial specialists from the transition team expect to work with Budget Director Edward Byrnes and Alderman Robert Massotti, head of the council Finance Committee, to discuss the city's budget.

To solve the city's newest financial problems, Mrs. Byrne will have to work with the new aldermen. She has won the endorsement of the new council, which is struggling to regain power lost when Daley dominated city government. An added complication may be the election of five new independent aldermen.

Mrs. Byrne and the council will have to draw money from city departments to meet the anticipated budget deficit. And she will have to get her appointment through the council.

But Mrs. Byrne said, "There's a new game in town, and I think a lot of things will have to shake down. The City Council also received a defection by an 82 percent support for Mrs. Byrne.

One big problem is unemployment-an average 7.5 percent last year, 9.4 percent among blacks, 15.7 percent among other minorities.

Rep. Diggs accused by House ethics committee

Washington (AP) - The House ethics committee has accused Rep. Charles Diggs, who already has been convicted of federal crimes, with 18 counts of violating the House rules.

The allegations filed by the committee parallel in scope the federal charges upon which Diggs was convicted in a November jury trial.

The committee charged that the Michigan Democrat inflated the salaries of selected employees on his congressional payroll in order to get kickbacks to help him pay his private debts or congressional expenses. The committee also alleged that Diggs placed employees on his congressional payroll without assigning them any duties.

Another committee count alleges Diggs placed a woman on his congressional payroll "with knowledge that the majority of her duties would be and were for the benefit of the respondent's business, the House of Diggs, Funeral Home in Detroit, Ml.

Nine of the counts claim Diggs' actions were a misuse of his congressional payroll allowance. The other nine allege that his actions "did not reflect creditably on the House of Representatives."

Diggs currently is appealing a three-year prison sentence after being convicted of payroll padding and of taking kickbacks from his House employees.

Diggs said in a prepared statement he was disappointed in the committee's decision to bring charges against him while his federal conviction is being appealed.

He also said he was "concerned about what effect the executive public service could be generated by the committee deliberations could have" on his appeal proceedings.

The committee's decision now faces a House version of a "trial" in which evidence will be publicly presented against him and in which he will have an opportunity to defend himself.

The committee will then decide whether to find Diggs guilty or innocent of the charges. If it decides to sustain the charges, it will recommend punishment.

The committee itself has no power to punish. That decision is left to the full House, which will impose punishment ranging from a reprimand - a verbal slap on the wrist - to expulsion from House membership.

Counselors plan workshop

The Counseling Center, 400 Administration Building, will sponsor a Life and Career Planning workshop which begins tonight at 5 p.m. and continues on April 12 and 19. The sessions are designed for students who are unsure of their academic or vocational direction.

The workshop will explore resources available at the university and guide students in vocational decisions through discussion, exercises and the administration and interpretation of a vocational interest inventory. For more information, contact Paul Winters at 717.
ND prof develops bio computer system

A new computerized system for identifying biological specimens has been developed by Notre Dame biologist Ronald Hellenthal. A replacement for the tedious guidebook method used at present, the new system is "good-proof," faster and more accurate. No knowledge of computer language is necessary, as simple English words are used as commands.

The most remarkable feature of the system is that not knowing the answer is a valid response. The computer simply asks another question, and specimen identification is not jeopardized by a possible incorrect answer. "Even an incomplete or damaged specimen can be accurately identified," Hellenthal said.

The key is not pre-programmed, but depends only on a data set, which can be custom-made by the user. The computer creates questions, based on previous answers, in the course of the program. In addition, the field can be limited by creation of a sub-key.

Answers can be changed during the program run and possible errors can be caught and corrected. Commands can be issued in any order. At the end of a program, a complete identification is made, or all possibilities are outlined. "The system's tremendous advantage," Hellenthal stated, "is that it virtually insures correct identification because no guesswork is involved."

The program was developed by Hellenthal while at the University of Minnesota. Its original purpose was to identify organisms in environmental impact statements. However, its use can be extended to identify virtually anything.

At Notre Dame, the system is utilized most extensively in the identification of aquatic insects and algae, as a research tool and teaching aid. Hellenthal's personal research is concerned with aquatic organisms as indicators of water quality.

Publicly presented as part of the Third World Indiana Vector Control Association Conference held at Notre Dame March 21-22, the system could have definite public health application in mosquito identification.

Three versions of Hellenthal's "Autokey Taxonomic Identification System" have been developed for use with IBM, Control Data and UNIVAC computers.

The lake has finally thawed, but snow flurries may be in the forecast today.

SMC sponsors business program

The Saint Mary's Counseling and Career Development Center (C&CDC) will sponsor a "Business Careers for Non-Business Majors" program on Monday, April 9, from 7 to 8:30 p.m. in Carroll Hall.

"The program is aimed at liberal arts majors, from freshmen to seniors, who wonder if there are jobs for them in the business world," according to Betsy Twitchell, assistant director of the C&CDC.

The panel speakers for the program are professional women from the South Bend community. They include Joan Miller, sales, Prudential Life Insurance; Pat Bishop, personnel, Clarke Equipment; Mary Stephenson, management, L.S. Ayres, and Ann McDougal, programming, Channel 14.

Representatives from public relations and non-profit management positions have also been invited.

Each speaker will give a short presentation on her area of work, relating it to skills learned from the study of liberal arts. A general question and answer period will follow the presentations.

The panel will be moderated by Sr. Mary Louise Gude, assistant professor of French at Saint Mary's.

The audience will get an opportunity to meet the representatives during a reception at the conclusion of the session.

Saint Mary's and Notre Dame students are invited to attend.

To get 27c off the regular price of the new EASYRISE Sandwich, cut out coupon and redeem at THE HUDDLE.
Soviet photos may prove the existence of Atlantis

MOSCOW (AP)-Underwater photographs taken by a Soviet vessel southwest of Portugal appear to show "vestiges of walls and great stairways" which may prove the existence of the fabled lost continent of Atlantis, say underwater photography experts.

"Experts on the deciphering of underwater photographs saw the rather clear forms of a bridge or stone walls and fragments of a stronghold with wide stairways," said Soviet scientist Andrei Akensov, an expert on such unexplained maritime phenomena as the Bermuda Triangle.

"All of these were covered by underwater plants, were ruined and flattened," he added.

Alexander A. Nesnirenko, director of the fleet department of the Soviet Institute of Oceanography, confirmed to the Associated Press that a Russian research ship had taken underwater photographs of the mysterious civilization described more than 2,000 years ago by Plato.

But Nesnirenko said he wanted to correct a report from Lisbon last week that the research ship Vitiaz was currently researching the site 200-300 miles southwest of the Portuguese mainland.

Nesnirenko said that although Akensov, who was aboard the Vitiaz, talked about the earlier Soviet discovery at a Lisbon news conference, the Vitiaz was engaged on other business.

He said the eight underwater photographs were taken from a diving bell lowered earlier by the research ship Kurchatov, in a study of a submerged archipelago.

Plato described Atlantis as an idyllic civilization that perished suddenly into the sea. Scholars have debated for centuries about whether Atlantis really existed, or whether it was described simply as a mythical political ideal by Plato.

Akensov, in a recent article, said Soviet researchers had found, "precisely at the spot Plato indicated," a group of mountains with flat tops 100 to 200 meters below the surface of the sea.

There have been dozens of theories and searches for the lost continent, and the Russians are cautious in their claim.

"Yes, Soviet oceanographers believe it could be true," he said because of what scientists know about the forces that cause changes in the earth's crust. Akensov held a news conference in Portugal.

He described the site simply as "west of Gibraltar." Portuguese police said the research was taking place near the island of Madeira.
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Mother tries to delay condemned son's execution

ATMORE, Ala. (AP) - A lawyer for the mother of condemned murderer John Lewis Evans III says he will file an emergency appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court this morning to delay Evans' execution, now scheduled for 12:01 a.m. tomorrow.

Attorney John Carroll of the Southern Poverty Law Center announced his decision yesterday morning, moments before the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in New Orleans received a petition by Betty Evans to stay her son's death in the electric chair.

Mrs. Evans also met briefly with Gov. Fob James yesterday to ask for his personal intervention.

Evans opposed both pleas, but a priest who knows him well said the convicted murderer would change his mind and "fight for his life" if his execution were postponed.

A three-judge panel of the federal court split 2-1 against a stay and said it found no legal justification that would enable Mrs. Evans to intervene in the case as her son's "next friend.'

To grant "next friend' status, the court would have to believe Evans was incapacitated and someone else had to take an interest normally would take himself.

But Judge James Hill of the Southern Circuit Court said, "I would grant the stay in order to ascertain whether or not a mental deficiency short of incompetency exists beyond anything proceeding by a next friend.'

The Rev. Kevin Daugan, a Catholic priest who visits Evans daily at Holman Prison, said yesterday that Evans, who has fought efforts to spare his life, now says his postponement would be "a message from God.'

K of C holds drive for the retarded

The Notre Dame Knights of Columbus, in conjunction with the Indiana State Knights, will be participating in the Toonie Roll Drive for the Mentally Retarded which will begin tomorrow and continue through April 11. This project is a nationwide drive to raise funds for the mentally retarded, but all the funds raised remain in the local area. In the Notre Dame area, the funds go to the Logvin Center and the Special Olympics.

The Knights and their helpers will solicit donations in local retail areas April 6-8 and outside the dining halls at Notre Dame April 9. 10. 11. A Toonie Roll will be given a Toonie Roll.

Groups helping the Knights this year are volunteers for Logvin Center and members of Rho Theta I Lambda Thomas J. Lebowitz, Grand Knight of the Notre Dame Council, invites anyone who has seemed on the verge of a breakdown.

There will be a lecture on "The Deformed Child's Right to Care."' taught at 7 p.m. at the Art Auditorium by Dr. Eugene F. Diamond. Diamond also will discuss documented discrimination against pregnant medical school students and applicants, as well as alternatives to abortion.

Diamond is a Professor of Pediatrics at Loyola University Stritch School of Medicine. He is President of the Illinois Academy of Pediatrics, author of "This Curette for Hire" and founder of Birthright in Chicago.

The lecture is sponsored by Cosimo's Restaurant and Cosimo's Right to Life Knights of Columbus, and Saint Mary's Senior Class. A reception following the lecture will take place in the Breen-Phillips' Purple Room.

The Designers at Cosimo's

Rose, Connie, and Sally can be trusted to design your hair to fit your personal need.

REMUNERATION: stipend, practical work experience, management/ production skills

Applications available for: Assistant Commissioners Nazz Director Special Events Coordinator Publicity and others

Applications available in S.M.C. Student Activities Office - 166 LeMans - DEADLINE Tuesday, April 17

Student Union presents

In person

Gordon Inkeles on the art of Massage

A lecture-Film Demonstration A Complete Body Massage

7:30 pm Walsh Hall

Thursday April 5 Free Admission
The Collegiate Jazz Festival, now entering its twenty-first year, as the oldest and largest jazz festival in the world, will emerge spontaneously from Stepan Center this Friday and Saturday, April 6 and 7. This year the festival will showcase bands from across the United States, featuring the unpredictable, exciting group from Texas Southern University, the technical wizardry and drive of the Ohio State combos and bands, and the intensity of such improvisers, as only Northwestern, Northeastern Illinois, and the Wisconsin Conservatory of Music can provide.

Of course, this is only a sampling of what is in store during this wonderful weekend of jazz. More importantly, though, is the profound fact that this is the twenty-first Collegiate Jazz Festival. Twenty-one years as the foremost event in college jazz. Somehow, in an ephemeral artform such as jazz, it would seem, that this April rite has found a permanence, and exists as a milestone, a tribute, a calling to a greater jazz need.

College jazz is a vital jazz. Every year it is being recognized more and more for the fresh, vibrant ideas that it pours into the jazz mainstream. The Notre Dame Collegiate Jazz Festival continues to provide a unique and educationally stimulating forum for the expression of these young, fertile ideas. Established in 1959, the CJF has grown from a regional Mid-West competition to a nationwide festival, stressing jazz for jazz's sake and not an "improvisers clash."

Over the decades, the CJF has been the initial stepping stone for many student musicians who later successfully entered the professional ranks. The long list of past CJF participants includes Bob James, Randy Brecker, Billy Harper, Dave Sanborn, James Pankow, Dee Dee Bridgewater and Oscar Brashear. This year, six judges from nearly all eras of jazz history: swing, bop-hard bop, mainstream, fusion, crossover, and modern big band, will combine with a guest band and emcee who represent the country blues and vocal aspects of the idiom, to offer their successors in the world of jazz an unprecedented lore of advice, criticism, and enthusiasm.

Join Stanley Turrentine, Philly Joe Jones, Joe Sample, Richard Davis, Buddy DeFranco, Nat Adderley, Terence Blanchard and Tim Hauser of the Manhattan Transfer as they unleash and partake of yet another amazing brick of jazz this weekend. It may be your most exciting musical experience until the 22nd Collegiate Jazz Festival rolls around next spring.
"The hippiest college bash of them all."

Time

"CJF is an example of jazz at its very best."

Sidney Lazard, Chicago Sun - Times

"This has been the most magnificent, clean-cut, swingin' affair I've ever attended."

Stan Kenton

Edited by Chris Stewart
Layout by Ann Monaghan
Experts disagree on nuclear reactor usability

MIDDLETOWN, PA (AP) - A federal nuclear expert says it will cost upwards of $350 million to replace the damaged fuel core at Three Mile Island and decontaminate the reactor. But other experts say the reactor could be easier, and maybe even cheaper, to pour in cement and scrap it.

"I doubt the core can be used again."

"I doubt that the core can ever be used again. It would have to be completely replaced, although the building doesn't appear to be damaged," said Robert Bernard of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

In an interview yesterday, Bernard said he would prefer that the core be dismantled and disposed of on a more protected site if it becomes impossible to clean the reactor.

He said it would cost $100 million alone simply to replace the fuel core, and another $50 million to decontaminate and repair the reactor building.

"I doubt the core can be used again."

"I doubt the core can ever be used again. It would have to be completely replaced, although the building doesn't appear to be damaged," said Robert Bernard of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Detroit (AP) - Chrysler Corp. said yesterday it will stop making a new MIE at its Trenton, MI, and 125 workers would be laid off today.

Another 3,600 truck assembly workers at Chrysler's St. Louis plant will be laid off today as previously announced. They will shift half shifts today.

Monday's shutdown, if it hits all plants, will bring the number of laid-off Chrysler workers to 97,000 in 41 plants in six states. About 17,800 of those already were on layoff yesterday because of the trucking shutdown and another 12,800 of those were on furlough anyway to reduce car and truck inventories in four assembly plants.

Ford Motor Co. reported no charges from its previous reduced-hours schedules at 13 U.S. plants. Spokesman Paul Prusak said Ford's earlier figures of 31,000 workers affected included 8,000 in Canada, and the U.S. figure should be 46,000.

General Motors Corp. restored some plants to full operations yesterday from curtailed shifts, but cut back elsewhere.

Late yesterday afternoon, spokesman Ed Lechzin reported three layoffs at a truck assembly plant in Pontiac, MI; 6,000 at a truck assembly plant in Flint, MI; 7,500 at a car assembly plant in Lordstown, OH; 4,900 at the Pacaked Electric division plant in Warren, OH; and 500 at an AC Spark Plug division in Flint.

Assembly plants in these cities put workers on short hours yesterday: Norwood, OH; 4,500; Arlington, TX; 4,000; Detroit (Chevrolet), 500; St. Louis, 7,100; Pontiac, 950.

The Pontiac figure was an improvement from Tuesday, when hours for 6,150 were cut back. The Janesville, WI, and Louisville, KY, assembly plants, which had cut hours for a total of 48,600 workers Tuesday, ran at full capacity yesterday and had 105,000 employees.

All auto companies were scrambling to keep supplies flowing. Extra rail shipments were made yesterday, and air shipments of key parts were stepped up, and non-union workers were still working.

Chrysler president Lee A. Iacocca noted at a luncheon for reporters yesterday, "Teamsters have been delivering a hell of a lot of parts and cars for us."

**Grand Jury indicts Klan members in shootings**

WASHINGTON (AP) - Twenty members of the Ku Klux Klan in Alabama, including a local Klan leader and a police officer, were indicted by a federal grand jury on charges stemming from shooting in the home of a black family and racially mixed couples.

The Justice Department said the eight-count indictment, returned in U.S. District Court in Birmingham, named Wayne Vincent, Exalted Cycinps of Klan, Chapter 1015 in Sylacauga, AL, William M. Rayfield, a police officer in Childersburg, AL, and 18 others.

The FBI has arrested all 20.

Justic Department spokesman John Weiss said it was the FBI's largest number of Klan members ever indicted.

Nine of the Klansmen were charged with conspiring Jan. 3, 1979, to shoot into the homes of Willie J. Williams and Charles Woods, local leaders of the NAACP, to intimidate them.

The indictment charges that "hot line" was being set up so others could reach Sadat could reach each other easily.

The Egyptian Cabinet favors a national referendum to show Arab critics that Egyptians support the peace with Israel but President Anwar Sadat must make the final decision, Cabinet sources said yesterday.

They said Sadat, who declar-

So you've got a few problems with your shape. Don't worry about it, do something about it. And a good way to get started is by lead-

Another athletic build gone soft.

You'll find tips on exercise, training and sports. And you'll discover a few of the unusual ways some athletes stay in shape. It's not all running and weight lifting. And you'll also find some very interesting information about how to shape up your ride with the great lineup of '79 Fords.

Look for "Insider" - Ford's continuing series of college newspaper supplements.
Southern Indiana reports increase in rabies cases

PAOLI, IN (AP) - The number of rabies cases among animals in four-county area of southern Indiana has grown to 15, as many as were reported in the entire state last year, health officials said yesterday.

All but four of the cases have been in Orange County, where authorities have imposed a six-month quarantine, in hopes of stemming the outbreak.

Robert Humphrey, a spokesman for the Indiana State Board of Health at Indianapolis, said three more cases of rabies in skunks from Orange County were confirmed yesterday.

Two more possible cases, including a dog, were being retested in the board of health laboratory.

Officials said the disease initially seemed concentrated in the skunk population, but other cases now have been confirmed in a cow, a horse and a raccoon in Orange County. The cow and the horse were the first domestic animals found to have rabies in Indiana since 1976, and the raccoon was the first ever in Indiana, Humphrey said.

The other cases, all in skunks, have been more isolated, with two in Lawrence County, one in Martin County and one in Spencer County.

About ten persons, including a dog, were being retested in the board of health laboratory.

Officials are concerned because of the possibility of human contracting rabies, either from wildlife or domestic animals that have been infected. Dr. Charles L. Barrett, director of the communicable disease control division for the State Board of Health, said most bites are inflicted by dogs and cats. "Rabies in these animals almost invariably results in exposure of humans to the disease," he said.

The raccoon case is considered significant because of the possibility that a hunting dog might contract the disease and carry it to the hunters.

The last case of rabies in a human in Indiana was in 1959, Humphrey said. He said only one person with a laboratory proven case of rabies has survived.

"It's invariably fatal," he said. "Once you do have clinical rabies, the outcome is almost certainly known."

Barrett warned residents in the four-county area to avoid adopting wild animals, such as a skunk, as pets. He noted that last year, in Martin County alone, 26 persons underwent rabies shot treatment because of exposure to a single pet skunk.

The incubation period for rabies is often six months or longer, and an animal captured in the wild may appear normal only to develop rabies weeks or months later, Barrett said.

[continued from page 7]
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**The Daily Crossword**

**ACROSS**

38. Molarity
36. Ayers
34. Piscine
32. Sheete of
30. June bug
28. Narmee
26. Sport of paper money
24. Enormous flowers
22. Omits
20. Vishnu
18. Serious
16. Young child
14. Water wheel
12. Sheet of
10. Printers
8. Japanese
6. Enthusiast
4. Curtail
2. Daniel

**DOWN**

60. Month of
58. Building material
56. Point
54. Spring
52. Point
50. Point
48. Point
46. Certain
44. Hurried
42. Ate
40. Young child
38. Hurried
36. Serious
34. African antelope
32. Point
30. Point
28. Enthusiast
26. Ayers
24. Piscine
22. Sheete of
20. Vishnu
18. Serious
16. Young child
14. Water wheel
12. Sheet of
10. Printers
8. Japanese
6. Enthusiast
4. Curtail
2. Daniel

**Yesterday's Puzzle Answered:**

**ACROSS**

1. Molarity
2. Iranians
3. Mix
4. Ayiers
5. Curtail
6. Peer
7. Viania
8. Ayers
9. Viania
10. Peer
11. Peer
12. Ayiers
13. Curtail
14. Mix
15. Molarity

**DOWN**

16. Ayiers
17. Curtail
18. Mix
19. Ayiers
20. Curtail
21. Mix
22. Ayiers
23. Curtail
24. Mix
25. Ayiers
26. Curtail
27. Mix
28. Ayiers
29. Curtail
30. Mix
31. Ayiers
32. Curtail
33. Mix
34. Ayiers
35. Curtail
36. Mix
37. Ayiers
38. Curtail
39. Mix
40. Ayiers
41. Curtail
42. Mix
43. Ayiers
44. Curtail
45. Mix
46. Ayiers
47. Curtail
48. Mix
49. Ayiers
50. Curtail
51. Mix
52. Ayiers
53. Curtail
54. Mix
55. Ayiers
56. Curtail
57. Mix
58. Ayiers
59. Curtail
60. Mix
61. Ayiers
62. Curtail
63. Mix
64. Ayiers
65. Curtail
66. Mix
67. Ayiers
68. Curtail
69. Mix
70. Ayiers
71. Curtail
72. Mix
73. Ayiers
74. Curtail
75. Mix
76. Ayiers
77. Curtail
78. Mix
79. Ayiers
80. Curtail
81. Mix
82. Ayiers
83. Curtail
84. Mix
85. Ayiers
86. Curtail
87. Mix
88. Ayiers
89. Curtail
90. Mix
91. Ayiers
92. Curtail
93. Mix
94. Ayiers
95. Curtail
96. Mix
97. Ayiers
98. Curtail
99. Mix
100. Ayiers

**The Daily Crossword (continued from page 10)**

of dissention are spreading over Rice's contract renegotiation. For the Red Sox to stay alone, George Scott must pull the Willie McCovey reincarnation trick, Carlton Fisk's arm must still be attached to his body and the chips must fall in the right places as far as Buch Houbon's elbow is concerned. With no supporting cast to go with the same ole saying, three "if's" and you're out in the old ball game.

**Orioles**

The Orioles can beat some of the teams all of the time and all of the teams some of the time, but they will not beat enough of the teams enough of the time. The Orioles have a good pitching staff and a very respectable starting nine, but they lack the big names to win the crucial games. Earl Weaver has proved himself as one of the best managers in baseball, and he may guide this team as high as second place, but that's the best he can do. Jim Palmer is the stopper, but he's losing reps complicating about his contract and if his arm decides to leave him this year there won't be many tears shed. Mays, Murrray, DeCinces and Singleton are not strong men, but neither are the all-stars, and that keeps the Birds from the top.

**Tigers**

The Tigers are a tough team to pick. A lot depends on Mark "The Bird" Fidchay, but "the bird" can't be depended on. Still the pitching staff is strong with Dave Rozema ready to blossom into one of the league's premier hurlers. There is a lot of talented youths in the Tiger camp which keeps new manager Leo Moss smiling. But Moss' real job will be to light a new fire under Rocky Staub. Ron LeFlore must play consistently if the Bengals are to be feared. There is a lot of talent in the Tiger camp which keeps new manager Leo Moss smiling. But Moss' real job will be to light a new fire under Rocky Staub. Ron LeFlore must play consistently if the Bengals are to be feared. But, don't expect much of a roar from Detroit this year.

**Indians**

There's not much nice to say about Cleveland or the Indians. Their pitching staff is mediocre at best and their mediocre pitchers have ailing arms. They traded a winner in Buddy Bell and picked up a loser in Bobby Bonds. The Indians will get to do his dance after home runs about once a game, because Toby Harrah, Andre Thornton and Gary Alexander can soak the ball. But "the Chief" better keep his head down when the other team is up because only the smog will keep opponents' shots in the ball park.

**Blue Jays**

John Mayberry hit three homers in three exhibition games last week. That may be the highlight of the Blue Jays' 1979 season. Jim Clancy is the ace of a staff that holds no face cards. Rick Carty is another big name, but the plusses end there. Mike Boetti has been hitting well in the Grapefruit League, but so are a lot of other Grapefruit Leaguers. Alfredo Griffin and Toe Cannon can run, so if pitchers walk them, expect to see a lot of stolen bases. Otto Velez, one of the best minor league players of times, is a stiff and so are the rest of the Blue Jays. At least Toronto is a nicer place to live than Cleveland.

**Registration date slated for Bookstore Basketball**

Registration for this year's Bookstore Basketball Tournament will be held this Sunday, from 1:30 p.m., on the main floor of the LaFortune Student Center. Only two names and $1 registration fee are needed to get one of the 256 open slots. Students, faculty and staff from both Notre Dame and St. Mary's may register.

**Late News**

DePaul, which inked high school basketball star Teddy Griffins on Tuesday, received good news from another Chamberlin, but it was the wrong day. Terry Cummings, a 6-9, 220-pound front-liner, announced his intention to play for Ray Meyer yesterday. This afternoon's scheduled game in Detroit between the Tigers and Rangers has been postponed due to the bad weather.

**Volunteers appreciated**

Professor Michael DeCicco, and the University of Notre Dame are looking for individuals who can donate an hour or two on the next couple of Fridays. Citizens from 34 different countries will be visiting the South Bend campus for the 1979 Junior World Fencing Championships, to be held at the ACC. Chamberlin's 19-22 year old boys who are interested in helping are urged to report to the Ombudsman (6283) and volunteer their services.

**Mariners victorious in 9-3 opener**

SEATTLE—Leon Roberts and Willie Horton belted homers for the Mariners as coach Darrell Johnson's team won its season opener against the Kingsmen last night, 9-3 over California.

John Montague, in relief of starter Ken Camplin, got the first win of the American League season, as John and Frank Fasano suffered the loss for the Angels.

Jason, along the distance for the losers, serving a two-run leadoff of the box and a solo shot. Rick Miller hit a three-run blast for California.

**Giants**

"I wish I could have shut them out," he said. "I would get two strikes on a lot of hitters and end up making a bad pitch. "But I didn't give a damn what the critics say. I just try to pitch the way Vida Blue can pitch." The game featured a match-Up of Cy Young winners, but the Giants did their job. The Red's Tom Seaver gave up seven runs - four of which were earned - in the second inning and left the game with the score 7-2.

"I had some balls hit hard, and got the ball out over the place too many times," said Seaver. "It's something I'll have to work on the next couple of days."

It was an impasuous debut for new Reds' manager, Johnny McNamara. There were so many things going on I didn't have time to think about anything," said Seaver. "Those things happen, whether it's opening day or whenever."

One bright spot for Cincin­ nati was the pitching of 21-year- old rookie Frank Pastore, who allowed just one hit in three scoreless innings.
Lost & Found

Lost: TI Business Analyst calculator.
April 5, 10 P.M.-midnight
Gay students of Notre Dame/Saint meee ting at Century Center. If interested
Contact Tim 1205.

Lost: TI Business Analyst calculator.
April 5, 10 P.M.-midnight
Gay students of Notre Dame/Saint meee ting at Century Center. If interested
Contact Tim 1205.

Lost: TI Business Analyst calculator.
April 5, 10 P.M.-midnight
Gay students of Notre Dame/Saint meee ting at Century Center. If interested
Contact Tim 1205.

Lost: TI Business Analyst calculator.
April 5, 10 P.M.-midnight
Gay students of Notre Dame/Saint meee ting at Century Center. If interested
Contact Tim 1205.
Sports

Ray O'Brien

Dissention, rumors --
Yankees still the best

The American League's Eastern Division will be hard-pressed to match last year's exciting ending, but still the existing rivals make it the most focused-upon group in professional baseball. The Yankees will be the odds-on favorite again, which, despite Bowie Kuhn's concern for equality among teams, will leave the commissioner smiling when attendance numbers roll in. The A.L. East revolves around the businesses in pinstripes and with good reason, as a talented New York squad steals the show again.

Yankees

Will Ron Guidry fold under the pressures of matching last year's unbelievable season? Will Reggie Jackson break his neck in the outfield? Is Bucky Dent's marriage and career headed for the rocks? Can Mickey Rivers find the love and affection he craves from Yankee fans? Will Luis Tiant die of old age? And has Billy Martin donated the pinstripes for the last time? ANSWERS: Not likely, maybe, yes, no, possibly, and yes. But none of it really matters in the standings, because the Yankees have pride in what they do best--play baseball. And none in this division can do that as well.

Brewers

A quiet team, few people realize the Brewers led the A.L. in hitting last year (.276). So you figure if they can shore up the outfield? Is Bucky Dent's marriage and career headed for the rocks? Is Bill Travers, who have been sharp so far this spring. Guys like Mike Caldwell proved he can pitch with the best. And none in this division can do that as well.

Red Sox

They had their chance and blew it. The Sox are through as far as being a contender in the months of September and October. Don Zimmer said goodbye to Bill Lee and Luis Tiant, and will now say hello to high-scoring games. The Red Sox have their typical strong eight hitters and no bench or mound help. Yaw will certainly contribute, but is too old to be the hero. Jim Rice has the talent to be the hero, but not the personality. Yankee-like rumors.

Notre Dame guard Bill Hamzhik is currently on route to China as a member of an American amateur all-star team, which will tour that country until April 17. The United States squad is coached by Alabama-Birmingham mentor Gene Bartow, former head coach at UCLA. [photo by Doug Christian]

Souders Fund

Fr. Bill Toobey has challenged any undergraduate to a best-at-three-holes in handball, the loser to donate $50.00 to the Andy Sowder Memorial Fund. Challengers may come to Campus Ministry Office, 103 Memorial Library.

Lisch gets second chance

By Frank LaGrotta

Sports Writer

November 13, 1976...

Remember?

It was cold, maybe 35 degrees, at Notre Dame. The sky was cloudy - very windy. But nobody seemed to mind the weather. Hell, matadors were over and Thanksgiving vacation was only a week away. Oh yeah...the football team was playing Alabama over at the stadium.

Remember it now?

If so, you obviously recall how Notre Dame lost its starting quarterback at a time when no team should ever lose their starting quarterback-with 10 minutes left in the game and a three-point lead showing on the scoreboard.

"Now playing quarterback for Notre Dame, number six, Rusty Lisch."

"Do you spell that L-I-S-H?"

The fellow typing the contest's official play-by-play description didn't know. His entry reads "Lisch now at quarterback for Notre Dame." It was no typographical error, but excusable nevertheless. For Lisch, a sophomore from Belleville, Ill., had played a mere 14 minutes in his college career; all of which came at the tail end of Notre Dame romps over Northwestern (48-0) and Oregon (41-0). He started the season as the team's number three quarterback behind starter Rick Slager and Gary Forsyth and, quite frankly, the last thing he expected was to be doing that cold November afternoon, playing against Alabama.

But with 9:15 showing on the clock and the ball on his 43-yard line, there was Rusty Lisch faced with the responsibility of protecting a 21-18 Notre Dame lead. To do that, he knew, Notre Dame would have to move the football and pick up a few crucial first downs. This would use up precious seconds and, above all, keep the ball away from a potent Alabama offense, directed by All-American Jeff Rutledge.

Notre Dame fans in the stadium and across America were watching, listening, perhaps sweating a bit...and hoping. Lisch didn't let them down. In fact, he made it look easy. On that first possession, it was third-and-five on the Irish 48 when Lisch, looking to pass but finding no one open, raced around end and picked up 21 yards. Dave Rice fumbled the ball, but it was short from the Alabama 31.

Rutledge led the Crimson Tide down to the Notre Dame seven-yard line before Jim Browne picked off a pass in the endzone with 4:17 to play. The Tide's defense was incredible, however, forcing a third-and-15 from Notre Dame's own 13-yard line. A passing snarnon? Obviously...

But Rusty Lisch ran...once more. Twenty-one yards around a picture-perfect block thrown by Ken MacAfee, and Notre Dame had another first. They managed to hang onto the ball until, with 2:12 left in the game, the Tide had 4th and 29 against a 21-18 lead. But Rusty Lisch ran...once more. Twenty-one yards around a picture-perfect block thrown by Ken MacAfee, and, when the Irish kicked off, the Tide was at the Notre Dame 43. The Irish dropped their last one, 17-13, to the tough U.S.C. squad with Slager starting and Lisch coming off the bench to pass for 120 yards. A 20-9 win over Penn State in the Gator Bowl clinched the book on 1977 and, with 18 of 22 starters returning, things looked bright indeed for 1978.

The pre-season outlook reported that Rusty Lisch was "the top candidate to replace graduated Rick Slager as the quarterback spot," and, when the Irish dropped their last one, 17-13, to the tough U.S.C. squad with Slager starting and Lisch coming off the bench to pass for 120 yards. A 20-9 win over Penn State in the Gator Bowl clinched the book on 1977 and, with 18 of 22 starters returning, things looked bright indeed for 1978. The fellow typing the contest's official play-by-play description didn't know. His entry reads "Lisch now at quarterback for Notre Dame." It was no typographical error, but excusable nevertheless. For Lisch, a sophomore from Belleville, Ill., had played a mere 14 minutes in his college career; all of which came at the tail end of Notre Dame romps over Northwestern (48-0) and Oregon (41-0). He started the season as the team's number three quarterback behind starter Rick Slager and Gary Forsyth and, quite frankly, the last thing he expected was to be doing that cold November afternoon, playing against Alabama.

But with 9:15 showing on the clock and the ball on his 43-yard line, there was Rusty Lisch faced with the responsibility of protecting a 21-18 Notre Dame lead. To do that, he knew, Notre Dame would have to move the football and pick up a few crucial first downs. This would use up precious seconds and, above all, keep the ball away from a potent Alabama offense, directed by All-American Jeff Rutledge.

Notre Dame fans in the stadium and across America were watching, listening, perhaps sweating a bit...and hoping. Lisch didn't let them down. In fact, he made it look easy. On that first possession, it was third-and-five on the Irish 48 when Lisch, looking to pass but finding no one open, raced around end and picked up 21 yards. Dave Rice fumbled the ball, but it was short from the Alabama 31.

Rutledge led the Crimson Tide down to the Notre Dame seven-yard line before Jim Browne picked off a pass in the endzone with 4:17 to play. The Tide's defense was incredible, however, forcing a third-and-15 from Notre Dame's own 13-yard line. A passing snarnon? Obviously...

But Rusty Lisch ran...once more. Twenty-one yards around a picture-perfect block thrown by Ken MacAfee, and Notre Dame had another first. They managed to hang onto the ball until, with 2:12 left in the game, the Tide had 4th and 29 against a 21-18 lead. But Rusty Lisch ran...once more. Twenty-one yards around a picture-perfect block thrown by Ken MacAfee, and, when the Irish kicked off, the Tide was at the Notre Dame 43. The Irish dropped their last one, 17-13, to the tough U.S.C. squad with Slager starting and Lisch coming off the bench to pass for 120 yards. A 20-9 win over Penn State in the Gator Bowl clinched the book on 1977 and, with 18 of 22 starters returning, things looked bright indeed for 1978.

The pre-season outlook reported that Rusty Lisch was "the top candidate to replace graduated Rick Slager as the quarterback spot," and, when the Irish dropped their last one, 17-13, to the tough U.S.C. squad with Slager starting and Lisch coming off the bench to pass for 120 yards. A 20-9 win over Penn State in the Gator Bowl clinched the book on 1977 and, with 18 of 22 starters returning, things looked bright indeed for 1978.

The pre-season outlook reported that Rusty Lisch was "the top candidate to replace graduated Rick Slager as the quarterback spot," and, when the Irish dropped their last one, 17-13, to the tough U.S.C. squad with Slager starting and Lisch coming off the bench to pass for 120 yards. A 20-9 win over Penn State in the Gator Bowl clinched the book on 1977 and, with 18 of 22 starters returning, things looked bright indeed for 1978. The pre-season outlook reported that Rusty Lisch was "the top candidate to replace graduated Rick Slager as the quarterback spot," and, when the Irish dropped their last one, 17-13, to the tough U.S.C. squad with Slager starting and Lisch coming off the bench to pass for 120 yards. A 20-9 win over Penn State in the Gator Bowl clinched the book on 1977 and, with 18 of 22 starters returning, things looked bright indeed for 1978.